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French boards face tough tasks
By LAURA CZEKAJ, OTTAWA SUN
Transportation, aging infrastructure and smoother operations are some of the priority issues newly elected
trustees at the two local French-language school boards will face.
Francois Benoit, director of education with the French public school board, said the top priority trustees had to
deal with in their previous mandate was transportation.
Under the provincial grant structure, the board receives about $6 million a year towards transportation. The
difficulty lies in that the board covers a huge area, relatively speaking.
Even with fewer students than the larger local boards, French public students have to be transported a greater
distance to get to a school.
"Trustees have been, for the last three years, meeting with the different people at the (Ministry of Education) to
explain that the issue is we have to take other school funds to really help transportation," said Benoit.
AGING BUILDINGS
The board is growing in student numbers, but it has a lack of infrastructure. Areas such as Kanata, Pembroke
and near the military base in Kingston all need larger, updated facilities.
"We have three pressure points right now across our jurisdiction, which we don't have the means -- the available
grants -- to provide satisfactory buildings for all the students," he said.
In the next four years, Benoit foresees transportation and infrastructure as once again being top priorities for the
board.
The makeup of the board will be changing very little with seven of the 12 trustees acclaimed. In the Catholic
board, six of 11 trustees are acclaimed.
PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT
Lise Bourgeois, director of education for the local French Catholic school board, said her board has recently
focused on maintaining an efficient governance structure to help students achieve success.
"We are not only talking about academic results, which often are the most known results, but results overall for
personal and global development of the child," she said.
Recruiting and retaining francophone students, whose parents may opt to send them to schools in the larger
English-speaking school system, is an ongoing battle for the board.
"For the next board or future boards, it will be still an issue because when you are French, I think we have to be
better because it's a question of everything having to be excellent to convince parents and children to come to
our schools and stay at our schools," said Bourgeois.
The French Catholic board is also addressing the issue of aging or overcrowded buildings.
The board will continue to monitor research of best education practices, said Bourgeois.
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